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This document is a Manifesto of the Bosland Partnership. While developing and implementing the 

partnership over a period of 10 years, we learned a lot. We want to share our expertise, experience 

and lessons learned. 
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Bosland Manifesto 

This is our Manifesto to you: 

If you want to make your nature based project effective, efficient and successful, adopt a community 

approach. These are the elements we wish to recommend to you: 

 Recognize that the local population is the first and prime shareholder of your project 

 Acknowledge that the municipalities are the central pillars of governance for your project 

 Adopt a social entrepreneurship approach of regional administrations and organizations 

 Prioritize the intermediate level, connect the best of worlds 

 Create public-private alliances while implementing the project 

 Prioritize transparent and interactive governance, implementation of passion 

As said, this Manifesto is based on our experience, and we hope and trust it will help you to develop 

and implement your nature based projects and initiatives in a successful way. From our side, we will 

learn from your experience, expertise and views. 

Together we will work on a better balance between nature, people and economy. With passion. 

Background information about the Manifesto  

Bosland is a statutory partnership of the municipalities of Hechtel-Eksel and Overpelt, the city of 

Lommel, the Agency for Nature and Forests, the Regionaal Landschap Lage Kempen and Toerisme 

Limburg situated in the province of Limburg, northeast of Flanders, Belgium. 

Based on the history and development of Bosland, in this Manifesto we identify the main 

components that were essential for us to achieve a tight relationship with the local community. We 

do believe that these components can be inspiration for all initiators of local nature based 

community projects elsewhere in Europe or the world.  

Please note that we use the term ‘project’ because we did not find a better alternative that covers 

the great diversity in partnerships, statutes and brands (national park, urban forest, regional 

landscape, nature reserve, …). The term ‘project’ basically is understood as being temporary and 

aiming at specific outputs within a given deadline. Speaking about community building, of course this 

is not the case. Our ambition is to connect society with the natural heritage of the Bosland area way 

beyond any deadline or points in time  and the objectives and targets of realization  evolve as our 

local community and the social interactions do throughout time. The following objectives are 

essential in our context: 

 

 long term involvement of the local community, 

 social valorization of natural heritage, 

 conservation of nature. 
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How a community based project can be translated in statutes and area qualifications (such as 

national park, urban forest, …) and related branding, is an important topic. However, we will not 

elaborate on this issue, but  focus here on the community building. We try to give an answer on the 

following questions: How can we create social involvement for nature and how can nature be used as 

leverage for social cohesion and community building? 

 

We distinguished 6 main components in our Bosland Community Model. Each of them is elaborated 

in a the chapter below: 

 

1. Local population is our first shareholder 

2. The municipalities are the central pillars of governance 

3. Social entrepreneurship of regional administrations and organizations 

4. The intermediate level, the best of two worlds 

5. Nature based community, a platform for public-private alliances 

6. Governance, implementation of passion 
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MAIN COMPONENTS of the Community Model of 

Bosland 

1. Local population is your first shareholder 

The local communities all over Europe and the world are the key to realize a long term integration of 

nature &  forest and our society. It is on this level that we can make concrete, visible connections with 

local history, identity, the place where we live and work. The first investment should therefore be the 

development of an intense and open interaction and relationship with the local population. It is like a 

root system in the soil of our forests where a whole variety of mutual benefits and interdependences 

creates a connected community in a dense web of interactions. Investing in nature, is investing in 

people in an equally fascinating world as the root system of forests. This local focus is a precondition 

for social acceptance, local initiatives and integration of objectives, approaches and policy 

instruments. 

How to reach the local population? 

Local communities, however, are extremely divers and consist of a variety of associations and 

interests groups together with a much bigger group of inhabitants of an area that are not part of any 

organization and interest group and therefore are difficult to reach. The first challenge in any 

relevant nature based initiative or project is to elaborate an effective participation process, adapted 

to the social context of your region and initiative. This needs a structural view and answer on the 

question: How is the local population organized and how can we guarantee involvement of everyone 

that has interest to participate? 

The first step in finding an answer customized to the context of the project is to make a local 

stakeholder analysis. Which organizations and associations exist, what is their core activity and 

geographical coverage? As a next step we can analyse which interests these social groups have and - 

equally important - which alliances can be found and what contribution we might expect from them 

in the development of the project and the realization of the objectives. Based on this analysis we can 

identify primary players that have a key role in the development of our project community. This 

helps us to develop a focused participation approach to work out in detail which subsequent 

initiatives are needed to start the dialogue.  

However, by doing so we still do not have a strategy to reach the larger part of the  community that 

is not organized. Here the municipalities come in. They have the specific communication instruments 

and channels to reach the local inhabitants. Together with them, an appropriate communication 

strategy can be elaborated, using all means and instruments available. 

Why the local population first? 

If we want to build a local community that is based on our natural heritage, the first question should 

always be: What can we do for our local inhabitants. We have to avoid a local perception that the 

project is only meant for bigger ambitions beyond their own direct needs, for instance for touristic 
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product development and external branding opportunities. Having insight in the opinions and needs 

of the local population and stakeholders, we can start to build our project by developing more 

ambitious plans for the long term.  In general this level of ambitions requires adequate  budgets, well 

elaborated procedures and a lot of time. However, all those investments will pay themselves back on 

the longer run. The experience learns that initial investments to implement agreements with the 

local population can be integrated much easier in the budget planning of the partnership without 

extra funding. This makes it possible to even show results on the short term and to generate  

leverage for further action. And this is important to convince the local society and the local politicians 

that the  project is capable to change things in reality. 

2. The municipalities are the central pillars 

At the municipality level, all domains come together at a local scale: environment, biodiversity, 

tourism, regional development, care, school education, physical  planning etc. It is  an authority with  

a very close connection with local society. The challenge for municipalities is to realize a coherent, 

well balanced overall policy, taking in account local needs and circumstances on one hand and 

general policy frameworks and legislation on the other. For most international, national, regional and 

provincial policies, the municipalities in Europe are well placed to help translations and 

implementation of goals and targets in real life context of local communities. Moreover, the 

management of municipalities is based on democratic elections, creating political legitimacy and 

responsibility which helps administrations to generate necessary means and budgets in plan 

processes on higher policy levels.  

How can we achieve this integration when there was no former collaboration? 

In case municipalities were not actively involved in the initiative to start a nature based project, it is 

essential that the project initiator gets in contact with them as soon as possible. It is important to 

listen to the municipality’s needs and opinions first and to have a good idea of the mutual 

opportunities and points of attention. The challenge then is to enlighten the common interests and 

potential advantages and benefits of the project for the local community. If the  project is social 

relevant, local politicians will give their support and will be enthusiast to contribute with their 

administrations to the implementation. It is possible that the local interaction brings issues on the 

table that are very difficult to solve. If a solution is not easy to find in the first stage of the 

collaboration, in one or another way the discussion points should be isolated, preventing them to 

negatively influence  the further implementation  of the project. The developing local collaboration 

will  create a basis for a new and more systematic approach, which will in most cases allow  to solve 

the problems detected in earlier stages of the cooperation. Addressing problems with a different 

background in an integrated way can help to create innovative solutions. 

Co-creation is your first achievement 

When there is an agreement on the initiation of a nature based project, the next step is to elaborate 

the participation process (see earlier). Co-creating the participatory approach together with the 

municipalities involved is vital for the success of nature based projects. It stresses the central role of 

the municipalities and creates a basis for a better mutual understanding of views and visions. 
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Operationalization requires organization 

Inhabitants are used to discuss local issues with their municipality. If we want a convenient and 

highly effective communication and participation, we should integrate the instruments and platforms 

of the municipalities in our project strategy. But there is more. Municipalities have a broad range of 

responsibilities. When the project is growing, it is important that a transparent cooperation can be 

elaborated with all the municipal officers competent for relevant themes (eg. environment, tourism, 

sports, communication). In addition, every partner has to be engaged for parts of the workload and 

this has to be coordinated on a structural basis. This requires well defined arrangements (see further 

component 6). 

3. Social entrepreneurship of regional administrations and 

organizations 

From the ‘authorities perspective’, next to the local municipalities, there is a whole governance 

network to engage in the elaboration and implementation of local nature based projects. Specific 

expertise, competences, instruments and budgets are created to implement policies over a broad 

range of sectors and topics. Instead of sole implementation of the separate policy objectives, a local 

community model offers an interactive and dynamic environment where synergies occur, additional 

opportunities arise and higher efficiency rates can be realized.  

Create a creative environment 

A creative environment demands not only a governance structure that brings together these 

different  governance  and policy levels. It requires a social entrepreneurship approach of the 

administrations and authorities involved. Civil servants have to be stimulated to act as social 

entrepreneurs, using their own competences, instruments and expertise, not only top down with a 

focus on their own specific policy objectives, but also in a bottom up approach integrating them into 

a local broad social project. What we need is a creative environment, where synergies can be 

identified and elaborated, starting in the earliest stage possible. A trustful and 6ransparent 

collaboration is needed between the administrations of all levels, the local politicians and the nature 

based project.  

Organized and informal pro-activity 

As not all administrations are used to actively participate in bottom-up approaches, it may be 

necessary first to make more official agreements. Those ensure an open and long term collaboration 

and allow the officials involved to participate in a more pro-active and cooperative way. 

By combining or fine-tuning the instruments of different authorities and administration, extra 

capacity in terms of human and financial resources and can be generated. This is crucial for the 

nature based project to  become a truly integral, multidisciplinary project where all possible cross-

overs between nature and other policy domains and sectors are utilized. In Bosland this interactivity 

was created by establishing an Advisory Board , where all the authority levels and administrations 

were invited to participate. Once a year an update meeting is being organized, combined with in 

depth discussions on specific projects ideas and initiatives under construction. This gives all involved 
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partners an up-to-date view on the project development and a better understanding about the 

approach and importance of specific initiatives were their competences are at stake. During those 

consultations inputs are gathered to adjust approaches and plans which are in the preparatory 

phase.  

Involve them at real early stage 

In general most projects start with a basic inventory and the development of an overall vision and a 

first action plan. It is important to involve all relevant administrations and authorities in this process 

at an early stage. Already in this ‘envisioning’ phase, potential connections between policy domains 

become concrete visible. Moreover, the involvement in the participation trajectory also gives direct 

insight in the social background of initiatives that are taken. There the social entrepreneurship is 

triggered the most. 

4. The intermediate level, the best of two worlds 

Where the municipality is the democratic organized policy level with the closest local connection, a lot 

of challenges demand a higher level of scale to maximize benefit for the community.  Collaboration 

between municipalities is often already established in various  domains, such as fire brigade and 

policy services. Also in the development of community based nature projects there can be a lot of 

advantages of such a structural collaboration. Landscapes and nature areas often go far beyond the 

borders of one single municipality. For various  reasons, an approach on the landscape level is 

required.  Furthermore, scaling up the approach to the wider landscape creates a more suitable level 

for an integrated governance, where sectorial administrations and other authority levels can organize 

themselves for an engagement on a structural basis. Attracting investors, and realizing ambitions and 

economic perspectives on a higher level are often a key concern of local and regional authorities. The 

same goes  for the mobilization of funding, where a higher level of complexity generally is essential or 

at least increases the success ratio. But of course also geographic, social and infrastructural factors 

have an influence on the project perimeter. The question is: how wide does the project has to spread 

its wings without losing the advantages of being focused and small? 

Customization is the key word 

When starting up a community-oriented collaboration based on natural heritage, do not only use 

nature based scientific criteria to define the project perimeter. Social aspects and the local political 

context have to be taken in account as well. In many cases, the first project ideas are triggered by 

particular social or political questions (e.g. on new recreational networks) or specific challenges from 

a management perspective (e.g. Natura 2000 implementation, steering of forest exploitation). The 

question then is what might be the relevant scale or how broad a coalition has to be to give an 

answer to these questions or challenges. It is very interesting to explore possible broader scopes or 

bigger project perimeters to create synergies. The challenge is to benefit from the advantages of 

scale, but at the same time avoiding too much complexity at once. This is why Bosland took a step by 

step approach. Only after a few years, a shift towards an integrated approach on a larger scale 

appeared to be realistic.  
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Evolution of your partnership is inherent to a community based approach 

The project perimeter and partnership can evolve through the years. This will in fact be the case in 

most of community based projects as the interactions and project evolution automatically will create 

new opportunities and new social as well as political demands. 

The next question then is how big can my project perimeter become and what areas can be included 

in my alliances and collaboration. Basically, there are three underlying questions here. First: What is 

still recognizable for the local community? Second: What is realistic and manageable from a 

governance point of view? And third: What is desirable and credible from a branding perspective? 

These three questions are crucial. And we learned that the answers on these questions are not 

unambiguous.  

Scale and the local community 

If we want local awareness and social involvement on the long term, people have to be able to 

identify themselves with the project, and thus with the project perimeter. This requires an approach 

and dimension on ’human scale’, which means the scale where citizens can still relate to the 

objectives of the project. Criteria like geographic entities, boundaries with a historical connotation, 

neighboring concentrations of urbanization, together with high level infrastructures, can be relevant 

examples. But we have to be aware that there can be a strong interdependence between these (and 

of course other criteria). For instance, the criterion geography may be much more dominant in a 

region with limited urbanization or distinct landscapes, allowing bigger scales compared to highly 

urbanized regions where the open landscapes are puzzle pieces in a mainly man made landscape. 

Scale and governance 

The second question is one about governance. We do need a scale that is still manageable on the 

long term. Small might be beautiful, but that may probably cause problems in terms of capacity on 

the long run. On the other hand, if we really want intense connections with the local communities, 

too  big might be difficult to manage as well. The challenge will be to find a governance structure and 

a scale of collaboration that insures a central position of the involved municipalities. Within the 

project perimeter boundaries, a solution may be to organize the touristic branding at one scale, and 

the involvement of the local population at another, more appropriate scale.  

Scale and branding 

What is desirable from a branding perspective? For this we have to look to the objectives and the 

target groups. In general, the branding has a touristic objective and our target group consists mainly 

of the tourists we want to attract and of the tourism sector that depends on them. In the startup 

phase, this branding may have been leverage for local awareness-raising. In most cases however, we 

see a shift towards a more professionalized branding policy, with logo protection, the development 

of standards for use by local entrepreneurs and more commercial use. Of primary importance is the 

match between the promotion and the qualities of the brand. When tourists come to our project 

area, they have to find the qualities we claimed in our advertising.  
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Always stay recognizable 

For the involvement of local stakeholders, it will always be important that your project is locally 

relevant and locally recognizable. For instance local business companies depend on a good 

communication and relationship with the local authorities. If they have activities with a social impact 

(noise, mobility, …) then it is important for them to invest also in a good relationship with the 

inhabitants . A project that invests in restoration of landscapes, environment, recreation, education, 

etc. can be an interesting platform for these companies to advertise their social contribution to their 

local community. The same counts for local organizations and associations, having an irreplaceable 

contribution to the local society and being easily engaged when you offer them a platform. 

5. Nature based community, a platform for public-private alliances 

A community consists of a diverse network of organizations and social relations at all kind of levels 

and scales. If we want to connect with the local society and moreover, if we want to initiate and 

stimulate initiatives, it will be necessary to build a wide  variety of public-private alliances. The group 

of private actors that can be distinguished first, are the non-public managers of open landscapes: 

private landowners and nature organizations. If we are aiming an optimal functionality of the open 

landscapes for society, the landowners can add patrimony and by doing so, they can multiply 

opportunities for biodiversity conservation, recreation and other ecosystem services. Other private 

groups can be categorized on a sectorial basis and can play an important role in the social 

valorization of our natural heritage and the development of connections between nature and the 

local community.  

Private landowners multiply opportunities 

Local nature organizations and owners of private nature areas, forests and estates have comparable 

challenges as the public managers, but their objectives can be different. Where nature organizations 

will focus on biodiversity and recreation, private owners of forests and estates can have different 

motives, ranging from a long term family tradition of park management to forestry, fish farming, 

hunting, biodiversity conservation and recreation. If there is private patrimony present in the 

perimeter of a nature project there will always be a mutual benefit for a public-private partnership.  

When involving land managers (or their spokesman) in the development of an overall vision on the 

landscape level, this creates a unique chance to explore possible relations (spatially as well as 

functionally) between the public and the private patrimony. This can result in a higher quality and 

extension of recreational networks, a better zoning of recreation, common management measures, 

common monitoring activities, etc. An important focus point is the need for a customized approach 

that takes in account the specific background of each of the private owners involved. Once 

collaboration has started, it is essential to create a platform for structural knowledge exchange, 

practical cooperation and problem solving. 

Alliances with tourism 

When nature determines the landscape on a certain scale, it becomes leverage for the touristic 

sector. If we can organize the recreational infrastructure and welcome structures in a way that they 
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have touristic potential as well, our natural heritage can contribute to regional development and 

local economy. When we succeed in quantifying this economic importance, we are meanwhile 

creating an additional basis for investment in the natural landscapes itself. 

All over Europe, good working examples exist of touristic platforms, bringing together the local 

entrepreneurs and the local managers of nature parks and projects. Crucial in this collaboration is a 

common approach in which the touristic companies are involved in the touristic policy and can 

identify opportunities and points of attention. This joint exercise giving an insight in the possible 

synergies between tourism and the other policy objectives allows to focus onto future initiatives. In 

case a specific brand can be launched, a well-defined branding policy is fundamental. To create new 

touristic products and attract investors in the project, we must be able to guarantee a well-defined 

standard and an operational quality control of the local brand. 

Industries, partners in Green Infrastructure 

Especially in dense urbanized regions, business parks and industries can have an important impact on 

several characteristics of the landscape (cohesion, permeability, visual qualities, …). Business parks  

are also the place where a large part of the local population goes to work. In many cases business can 

become partners in a nature based project. They can invest in their own green infrastructure and 

moreover, they can help us to communicate with the local population, being there clients or their 

employees. In our overall vision, or in separate exercises we can determine what the involvement of 

businesses  can be in the project. If we want an effective collaboration, we first have to identify 

benefits for the companies. For instance, the ecological conversion of green infrastructure can result 

in lower land management costs and higher biodiversity values. It will always be necessary to find 

front runner companies. Practical examples of  companies involved, can convince other companies to 

join the project. 

6. Governance, implementation of passion 

Connecting nature with society for the benefit of our natural heritage and of our local community is a 

long term objective. We need cooperation of different sectorial administrations, authority levels, 

regional and local organizations, local businesses and groupings, land owners, etc. In order to  

succeed, a governance structure is needed with clear roles and responsibilities in the partnership, 

giving attention to joint actions and deciding on clear agreements as regards decision-making  

procedures, allocation of human and financial resources, planning  and reporting cycles, 

communication, etc. 

Focus and planning 

The partnership needs a long term plan that concretizes the ambitions in actions and quantifies 

budgets, manpower and planning over time. Based on this plan, focus can be given to the joint 

implementation, based on budgets and personnel available. This plan forms the basis for the overall 

project management. Every year a profound evaluation is needed to reassess actions if necessary and 

to give the necessary feedback to the management level of each of the partners involved. Based on 

the evaluation each partner also integrates potential financial engagements in the own annual 

budget planning.  
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Structural engagement of the founding partners 

Even more important however, are clear agreements on the structural input of each of the partners, 

financially as well as in terms of human resources. Allocating a central budget for the joint initiatives 

(for instance general communication actions, public events, …), even a limited budget, can speed up 

implementation. This also can reduce administrative procedures and can act as leverage for 

additional resources. For bigger or more site specific actions, it is important to quantify and plan well 

in time to allow partners involved to integrate the costs in their own budgets. 

Besides money, of course we need people to do the work. If we want an effective partnership, each 

partner will have to engage human resources for the daily management and implementation actions. 

To develop a professional project management, it is crucial to know which officers can be allocated 

for how much time to the project and in which actions they will be involved. If the input of partners is 

mainly limited to participation in meetings, the success of the project will depend upon only a few 

engaged people. This of course is not an option for sustainability on the longer term. Next to this 

joint investment with budget and personnel, the partners will have to agree on how the operational 

coordination will be carried out.  

Decision lines and internal communication 

Based on the central role of the municipalities, an adequate representation of each of the 

municipalities in the project is required at management and operational levels.  

As not all the decision makers of each of the partners can be present in the management structure of 

the partnership, it is essential to have a clearly defined protocol for the internal communication and 

decisions. Clear communication and agreements will prevent uncertainties and problems in the 

management of the partnership. 
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